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Abstract: Gene regulatory sequence analysis is performed by subjecting a nucleic acid or peptide sequence to recognize its features, function, structure, or evolution. In bioinformatics, a regulatory sequence is a part of nucleic acid molecules which is capable for detecting the cancer in a living organism. In tumor cells, genes are not reacted normally to their regulators’ activity and be the characteristics of the cancer disease. The several optimization techniques identify the disordered genes in given gene expression data. However an effective cancer detection model was not performed with less complexity. In order to improve the cancer detection with less complexity, Combinatorial Annealed Bee Colony and Weighted Ranking Firefly Optimization technique is developed. The main objective of proposed technique is to detect the cancer disease using gene sequences and information. Initially, number of training gene regulatory sequences is taken from the microarray dataset. After that, Annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization is performed to determine and select the gene regulatory sequences using population based search approach. Then, weighted ranking firefly optimization technique is applied to find the optimal gene sequences (i.e. firefly) based on their light intensity. This helps to identify the tumor and normal behavior of sequence by comparing the trained sequences with test gene sequences. As a result, deep learning of hybrid optimization techniques is used for detecting the cancerous tumor using these optimal gene sequences at an earlier stage with minimum time. Experimental evaluation of proposed technique is carried out with respect to number of gene sequences. The results confirmed that the proposed technique improves the performance results in terms of cancer detection rate, false positive rate, Time complexity and space complexity. Based on the results and discussions, proposed technique improved the cancer detection rate with minimum space as well as time complexity than the other methods.

Index Terms: Annealed Bee Colony ,cancer sequence ,Firefly optimization, Weighted Ranking Firefly Optimization

1. INTRODUCTION

In bioinformatics, gene sequence is constructed by nucleic acid or peptide sequence to recognize its structure alignment. The gene sequence information is essential for detecting the cancer at a previous stage. Genes controls the expression of other genes, which results in established structures as tumor or nontumor cells. Cancer involves due to the abnormal growth of cells and the gene expression deviates from its normal. Thus, selecting high appropriate gene sequences from gene expression data has become a significant field in bioinformatics data analysis. The several research works has been developed for detecting the cancer with gene sequences. Ant-colony-regulatory identification (ACRI) technique was introduced in [1] to detecting possible binding sites of transcription factor from the upstream of coexpressed genes. However, it failed to perform cancer detection with minimum time and space complexity. A genetic-algorithm-based mathematical approach was developed in [2] to determine optimum changes for preventing and detecting the cancerous tumors. But, an efficient optimization was not achieved to detect the cancerous tumor with less time. A circulating tumor cells (CTCs) was described in [3] for recognizing the most important genes used in breast cancer pathology. However, an optimal gene was not determined for cancer detection. mRNA- sequences of single Prostate Cancer Circulating Tumor Cells was presented in [4] for identifying over expressed genes. But, complexity during the gene identification remained unsolved.
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Hepatocyte growth factor receptor (MET) network was developed in [5] during oral cancer detection. However the network was not provided the predictive value of new interactions. A new local and global preserving semi supervised dimensionality reduction based on random subspace algorithm (RSLGSSDR) was designed in [6] for diagnosis and treatment of cancers. But, performance analysis of space complexity remained unsolved. A penalized logistic regression model was developed in [7] for predicting a direction alteration of expressed genes by applying predicted transcription factor binding site. However an accurate prediction was not performed. A random Forest classification was introduced in [8] for predicting the new gastric cancer with similar genes based on selected features as well as prognostic genes were identified based on gene expressions. But, the false positive probability was not performed during the cancer prediction. In [9], a variety of expressed genes were involved in signaling pathways for gastric cancer detection. But, it failed to discover the optimal gene sequences for cancer detection. Sparse Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (SPPCA) was developed in [10] to determine new gene-gene correlations relating with the cancer phenotypes. However, it failed to provide better prediction rules of cancer. The certain issues are observed from the above said literatures such as, high space and time complexity, failed to improve cancer prediction accuracy, lack of select optimal genes, and so on. To address such kind of issues, an efficient hybrid technique called Combinatorial Annealed Bee Colony and Weighted Ranking Firefly Optimization (CABC-WRFFO) technique is developed.

2. RELATED WORKS

A supervised learning hidden Markov model (HMMs) was developed in [11] for performing the cancer classification with the help of gene expression profiles. But, an optimal subset of genes was not selected for classification. CABC-WRFFO
technique effectively uses hybrid optimization technique for identifying the cancer at an earlier stage. In [12], a particle swarm optimization technique associated with decision tree classifier was developed to select an efficient gene from thousands of candidate genes in cancers detection. However, the hybrid search algorithm was not performed for reducing the execution time. CABC-WRFFO technique uses hybrid optimization technique for cancer detection with minimum time. A several machine learning (ML) techniques was presented in [13] to select certain genes for cancer prediction. However it failed to perform better statistical analysis for obtaining more accurate results for cancer detection. Therefore, a CABC-WRFFO technique performs efficient statistical analysis using hybrid optimization technique for cancer detection. A Hybrid search method Simulated Annealing with a Greedy Algorithm (SAGA) and Bayesian Networks was developed in [14] for detecting the transcriptional regulatory correlations among genes. However, the false discovery from true relationships was not improved. The proposed CABC-WRFFO technique reduces the false positive rate. A new gene expressions based colon classification approach (GECC) was introduced in [15] for performing the classification using colon gene samples and obtained two output classes as normal and malignant. However, an efficient technique was not used to assign weight for each gene. CABC-WRFFO technique assigned the weight to each gene sequence using weighted ranking firefly optimization technique. Support Vector Machine classifier was developed in [16] for cancer classification with gene expression data. But the optimization was not carried out for bio informatics data analysis. CABC-WRFFO technique performs optimization using Annealed combinatorial bee colony and weighted ranking firefly optimization. Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) technique was developed in [17] for gene selection on gene expression datasets. However, it failed to produce an optimal subset of genes from gene expression data. CABC-WRFFO technique selects an optimal gene sequences using weighted ranking firefly optimization technique. An evolutionary computation and multi objective optimization technique was introduced in [18] for solving the bioinformatics problem. However, cancer detection was not performed using optimized sequences. CABC-WRFFO technique performs cancer detection with the optimal gene sequences for reducing the complexity. Different gene expression pattern associated to breast cancer was detected in [19] using Cancer Genome Atlas dataset. However, the performance of breast cancer detection rate was not improved. Therefore, a CABC-WRFFO technique improves the performance analysis of cancer detection rate. cancer with gene expression data. But, optimal sequences were not selected for diseases prediction. Therefore, a CABC-WRFFO technique selects the optimal gene sequences from the training set to detect the cancer. A machine

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In microarray technology, large numbers of genes sequences are processed simultaneously to detect the cancer disease in an effective manner. In human body, the entire cells contain similar genetic sequences but these gene sequences may or may not be active. This differences in the activation of gene sequences helps to identify the function of the tumor cells in living organism. Microarray equipments help to identify several diseases namely various cancer disease, heart disease, mental illness, infectious disease, and so on. But the cancer detection using gene sequences is important role in bioinformatics analysis. Therefore, the deep learning of hybrid optimization technique is developed to identify an optimal gene sequences for cancer detection.

3.1 HYBRID BEE COLONY AND WEIGHTED RANKING FIREFLY OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

CABC-WRFFO technique contains a two processing steps for detecting the cancer from gene regulatory sequences. Gene regulatory sequences identification is also called as motif identification. The number of gene sequences is extracted from the microarray dataset. Then the Annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization (ACBCO) is applied to detect the gene sequences from the initial population. After that, weighted ranking firefly optimization technique (WRFFO) is used to find optimal gene sequences for cancer detection. The brief description of the CABC-WRFFO technique is explained in forthcoming subsections.

3.2 ALGORITHM

Input: Number of bees \( b_1, b_2, b_3, \ldots, b_n \)
Output: Selected bees from initial population

Begin
Initialize the population of 'n' bees
For each bee \( b_m \)
Perform local search to evaluate all possible constructive moves through the distance measure using (2)
Perform annealed selection to choose constructive forward move using (3)
Perform backward moves (i.e. All bees returned to nest)
Calculate the fitness function
Sort the bee population based on fitness function
Select bees from the sorted population
End for
End

3.3. ANNEALED COMBINATORIAL BEE COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACBCO)

Annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization (ACBCO) is a population-based search algorithm to identify gene sequences for cancer detection. Combinatorial bee colony optimization technique is used for finding the sequences from a finite set of training set in microarray dataset. The ACBCO is inspired by the behavior of honey bees. In ACBCO, the bee’s algorithm mimics the foraging strategy of honey bees (i.e. gene sequences) for determining the best solution. In ACBCO algorithm, food source represents gene sequence information and a population represents a colony of 'n' agents (i.e. honey bees) are used in search space. Each time small part of the bees constantly searches the environment for collecting the food sources. At first, the populations of 'n' bees are generated for obtaining the best solution. The population of 'n' bees is generated as follows,

\[ b_i = b_1, b_2, b_3, \ldots, b_n \]

where \( i \in n \)

From (1), \( b_i \) denotes number of bees (i.e. gene sequences) in search space. The bee searches neighborhood of the most promising solutions from the current path to perform forward constructive moves. During the searching process, total bees in the nest starts the constructive forward moves by performing the local search. Evaluate all the possible constructive moves of bees in search space. The proposed ACBCO technique uses annealed selection
approach to choose the constructive moves of bees for searching the food source. In ACBCO technique, selection probability of forward moves is measured based on distance of each individual. As the generation of population changes, distances changes and selection probability also changed. The proposed ACBCO technique computes Euclidean distance depending on the current position and next position. 

\[
\text{Distance} (D_{ij}) = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (b_{ij} - b_{k})^2} \quad (2)
\]

From (2) where \( b_{ij} \) represent a bee in \( i \)'th position and \( b_{k} \) denotes bee in current position. After the distance measure, the annealed selection is applied to choose the next forward moves in search space with minimum distance. Therefore, the bee searches neighborhood position from the current position based on the minimum distances. This process is repeated for each bee to select the best moves and collects the food source. After that, the bees returned to nest and start backward moves. In general, bees perform a dancing ceremony which notifies other bees about the amount of food source they have collected, and the closeness of the neighborhood to the nest. Finally, the bees are sorted from the initial population based on fitness calculation. The fitness is used to select the quality of bees being suitable for identifying the tumor cells. Therefore, fitness of the bees is calculated based on their food sources information (i.e. sequence information) such as length of the sequences, similarity among the structure and binding sites. Based on fitness calculation, the bees are sorted and selected accordingly from the initial population for detecting the cancer. Annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization to select the gene sequences from the population for cancer detection through their sequence information. At first, the population of bees is initialized. After that, local search is performed to identify the neighborhood position for selecting the possible moves in the foraging strategy of honey bees. Followed by, ACBCO technique uses annealed selection approach to select best forward constructive move among the possible moves through the Euclidean distance measure and collecting the food source. After that, the bees are returned to nest by performing backward moves. Then the fitness of the honey bees is measured through the food source information. The bees are sorted based on their fitness calculation. Finally, the bees are selected from the sorted population. But an optimal gene sequences is not identified using Annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization for detecting the cancer disease. In order to find an optimal gene sequences, weighted ranking firefly optimization technique is developed.

3.4 WEIGHTED RANKING FIREFLY OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

Optimal gene regulatory sequences are determined using weighted ranking firefly optimization technique. Weighted ranking firefly optimization is a metaheuristic approach and it activated by the flashing light behavior of fireflies. A metaheuristic is a partial search algorithm that provides an efficient solution in case of cancer detection. Therefore, CABC-WRFFO technique uses WRFFO technique for identifying the optimal gene regulatory sequences from the population. WRFFO technique is designed based on flashing light approach of fireflies (i.e. gene regulatory sequences). In WRFFO technique, the group of fireflies moves towards the other fireflies by flashing light intensity with the objective function. WRFFO technique performed with following assumptions. The entire fireflies are unisexual. Any individual firefly is attracted to other fireflies based on their light intensity since attractiveness of the firefly is directly proportional to their brightness. The less intensity firefly is attracted through the other brighter firefly. Therefore, the intensity of the fireflies is reduced as their distance increases. If there is no fireflies are brighter than particular firefly, it moves randomly to other and brightness of firefly gets increased.

The objective function of WRFFO technique is defined as an alignment of gene sequences (\( G_{SA} \)), gene sequence structure (i.e binding sites (\( G_{SB} \)), and certain chemical features of the gene sequences (\( G_{SC} \)). Therefore, the objective functions is defined as follows,

\[
f(x) = G_{SA}, G_{SB}, G_{SC} \quad (3)
\]

From (3), \( f(x) \) denotes an objective function of the each firefly. The WRFFO technique uses these objective functions for detecting the cancer in human body. The initial populations of fireflies (i.e gene sequences) are generated as follows.

\[
G_{S} = G_{S1}, G_{S2}, G_{S3}..., G_{Sn} \in D \quad (4)
\]

From (4), \( G_{S} \) denotes an input of gene sequences obtained from ACBCO technique. Then the light intensity of all fireflies is formulated and it is directly proportional to the objective functions.

\[
I(G_{S}) \propto f(x) \quad (5)
\]

From (5), \( I(G_{S}) \) denotes an intensity of gene sequences and \( f(x) \) represents an objective functions. Then the firefly (\( G_{S} \)) with higher light intensity attracts the other firefly (\( G_{S} \)) to distinguish a benign tumor and malignant tumor. The malignant tumor is a mass of cells that lacks the ability to attack neighboring tissue based on the intensity level whereas benign tumor does not affects the neighboring tissue of the body. Therefore, the attraction of the fireflies are described as,

\[
I(G_{Sj}) > I(G_{Si}) \quad \text{where} \quad j = 1,2,3,...,n \quad \text{but} \quad i \neq j \quad (6)
\]

Therefore, the attractiveness of firefly’s changes with the amount of absorption rate because their light intensity gets reduced based on the distance. The light intensity of the fireflies is a function of distance \( R \) which is expressed as follows,

\[
I(G_{S}) = I_{a} \exp (-yR) \quad (8)
\]

From (7), \( I(G_{S}) \) denotes a light intensity of gene sequences (i.e. firefly) and \( I_{a} \) represents an actual light intensity and \( y \) light absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient of the light is based on the objects and also wavelength of light which is being absorbed. The low value of \( y \) indicates a light of fireflies are poorly absorbed. From (7), \( R \) denotes a distance between the gene sequences ‘i’ and ‘j’. Therefore, the distance between the gene sequences are measured using Mahalanobis distance. Mahalanobis distance is a measure of the distance between gene sequences ‘i’ and ‘j’. It is measured as follows,

\[
R_{ij} = (G_{Si} - G_{Sj})^T A^{-1} (G_{Si} - G_{Sj}) \quad (8)
\]

From (8), \( R_{ij} \) denotes a Mahalanobis distance between sequences ‘i’ and ‘j’. \( A^{-1} \) Represents an inverse covariance matrix whose sequences position is the covariance between \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) sequence of a random vector. \( T \) denotes a transpose vector. Then the attractiveness of the gene sequences are depends on the distance it is formulated as follows,

\[
A_{ij} = R_{ij} \quad (9)
\]

From (9), \( A_{ij} \) denotes an attractiveness of the gene sequences. If the gene sequence i move towards j with minimum distance. This helps to used for identifying all
possible binding sites from the expressed genes sequences for detecting the cancerous tumor. Based on the distance measure, the intensity for any pair of fireflies are updated as follows:

\[ I^{t+1}(GS) = GS_i^t + \Delta t e^{-\gamma R_{ij}}(GS_j^t - GS_i^t) + \rho_t \varepsilon_i ](11) \]

From (11), \( I^{t+1}(GS) \) represents an updated intensity of the gene sequences, \( \Delta t \) denotes a parameter controlling step size and \( \varepsilon_i \) represents a vector drawn from a Gaussian or other distribution. \( R_{ij} \) denotes an attractiveness of the gene sequences, \( d_{ij} \) distance between the fireflies and \( \gamma \) denotes a light absorption coefficient. Finally, all the sequences are ranked based on their updated light intensity. After updating, the light intensity of the firefly is ranked based on the weight value.

\[ W_i \rightarrow [GS_1, GS_2, GS_3, ..., GS_n] \]

From (11), \( W_i \) denotes a weight is applied to the entire fireflies. The higher weight is assigned to a firefly which has high light intensity than the other one. Based on the weight assignment, the fireflies are ranked in an ascending order. The high weighted fireflies are ranked first than the other which is expressed as follows,

\[ r \rightarrow [W_i (GS)] \]  

From (12) where ‘r’ denotes rank assigned to fireflies. As a result, WRFFO technique finds the globally optimized gene regulatory sequences to detect the cancer with minimum time. The weighted ranking firefly optimization algorithm for detecting the cancer with global best solution (i.e. gene regulatory sequences) to improve detection rate with minimum time. At first, the objective function is defined. Then the population of fireflies is initialized randomly and formulates their light intensity based on objective functions. Followed by, the distance between the pair of the fireflies is calculated using Mahalanobis distance measure. If the light intensity of one firefly is higher than the other, then it moves and attracts to other firefly. After that, light intensity of all the fireflies is updated until termination condition is met. Finally, the weight is assigned to each fireflies depends on their light intensity. The weighted fireflies are ranked and selecting the fireflies with high rank. This helps to detect cancer using optimal gene sequences and improves the true positive rate with minimum time.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Experimental evaluation of Combinatorial Annealed Bee Colony and Weighted Ranking Firefly Optimization (ACBCO-WRFFO) technique is performed using MATLAB coding with colon tumor dataset. This dataset is taken from microarray dataset [21] and it contains 60 instances and 2,000 attributes. The attributes from 1 to 1999 denotes a genes. The final attributes 2000 is a class attributes which provides the two class labels normal and tumor. The normal represents the gene sequence in normal conditions and there is no abnormality is presented. The tumor class label represents an abnormal gene sequence (i.e. tumor). During the experimental evaluation, 1999 attributes are given as input and obtained the class label as output to identify the cancer. In training phase, optimal gene regulatory sequences are selected from training set by performing the deep learning of hybrid optimization and it compared with given test set to detect the normal and tumor affected sequences. The evaluation of ACBCO-WRFFO technique is compared with existing ant-colony-regulatory-identification (ACRI) [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2]. The experiment is conducted on the factors such as cancer detection rate, false positive rate, time complexity and space complexity. Result and discussion of ACBCO-WRFFO technique is described and compared with existing ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2]. The performance analysis is carried out with different parameters such as cancer detection rate, false positive rate, time complexity and space complexity with respect to number of gene sequences. The results are discussed with the help of tables and graph values.

4.1 IMPACT OF CANCER DETECTION RATE

Cancer detection rate is defined as the ratio of number of optimal gene regulatory sequences are determined to the total number of sequences in micro array dataset. Cancer detection rate is measured as, 

\[ CDR = \frac{n - No. \text{ of optimal gene sequences for cancer detection}}{n} \times 100 \]

Where ‘CDR’ denotes a cancer detection rate and ‘n’ denotes total number of gene sequences and it is measured in terms of percentage (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. OF GENE SEQUENCES</th>
<th>ACBCO - WRFFO</th>
<th>ACRI</th>
<th>GENETIC-ALGORITHM BASED OPTIMIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the performance comparison results of cancer detection rate versus number of gene sequences. Performance of cancer detection rate is performed with three different methods namely CABC-WRFFO technique and existing ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2]. As shown in table, cancer detection rate is improved using ACBCO - WRFFO technique when compared to existing methods.

Figure 4 shows the performance result of cancer detection rate with ACBCO and WRFFO techniques compared to existing methods. This is because, the CABC-WRFFO technique performs deep learning about the hybrid optimization technique for
determining the optimal sequences for detecting the cancer at an earlier stage. At first, Combinatorial Annealed Bee Colony (ACBCO) optimization technique is applied to select the number of gene sequences from the microarray dataset. The populations of bees are initialized and perform local search to identify the neighborhood position. Based on local search, the next forward moves of honey bees are selected for searching the food source. The fitness of each honey bee is measured based on food source information. Then the bees are sorted and selected from the initial population. In order to determine the optimal gene sequences, CABC-WRFFO technique uses weighted ranking firefly optimization. The population of the fireflies is initialized randomly and measure the light intensity based on objective functions. The firefly with less light intensity is attracted by higher one. Followed by, the light intensity of all the fireflies is updated. The weight value of all fireflies is assigned about their updated light intensity. Finally, the fireflies are ranked based on the weight value. The high ranked fireflies are selected to detect cancer or normal. This helps to detect the cancerous tumor with optimal gene regulatory sequences. As a result, cancer detection rate is increased by 24% and 12% when compared to existing ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2] respectively.

4.2 FALSE POSITIVE RATE
False positive rate is measured as the ratio of number of optimal gene regulatory sequences are incorrectly selected to the total number of sequences in microarray dataset.

Table 2 Tabulation for false positive rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. OF GENE SEQUENCES</th>
<th>CABC-WRFFO</th>
<th>ACRI</th>
<th>GENETIC-ALGORITHM-BASED OPTIMIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 describes the performance results of false positive rate versus number of gene sequences in microarray dataset. The performance is compared with three different methods ACBCO -WRFFO technique, ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2]. The false positive rate of proposed ACBCO -WRFFO technique is considerably reduced when compared to existing methods. It is clearly evident that the false positive rate is considerably reduced using ACBCO -WRFFO technique than the existing methods. Performance of false positive rate is reduced by applying hybrid optimization techniques. At first, the combinatorial annealed bee colony optimization is applied for selecting the gene sequence from the total population. ACBCO is a population based search approach to select the gene sequences for cancer detection. In ACBCO, the bee performs local search to detect forward moves for foraging strategy of food from the current position. From that calculation, the annealed selection is applied to choose the best moves to search food source and returned back to the nest with collected food source. As a result, the bees are sorted and selected based on sequence information.

Weighted ranking firefly optimization technique is applied to select an optimal gene sequences from the selected genes from ACBCO. This process is used to determine optimal gene sequences for detecting the cancerous tumor or normal. As a result, the false positive rate is considerably reduced by 36% and 20% when compared to existing ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2] respectively.

4.3 TIME COMPLEXITY
The result of time complexity is significantly reduced. This is because of weighted ranking firefly optimization is used to determine optimal sequence for cancer detection. The intensity of fireflies (i.e. gene sequences) is formulated based on objective functions. The objective function of WRFFO technique is defined as gene sequences alignment, structure of gene sequences and chemical features. Then the distance between the fireflies is measured using Mahalanobis distance measure. If low light intensity of firefly move towards the higher intensity firefly. Subsequently, the light intensity of the entire fireflies is updated. Then the weight is assigned to each firefly based on their light intensity. Finally, the each firefly is ranked according to their weight value. The ranked sequences are selected as optimal sequences to detect the cancer with minimal time. As a result, the time complexity of CABC-WRFFO technique is significantly reduced by 35% and 22% when compared to existing ACRI [1], genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2] respectively.

4.4 IMPACT OF SPACE COMPLEXITY
The deep learning of proposed hybrid CABC-WRFFO technique effectively determines an optimal gene sequences from the microarray dataset. An abnormal growth of tissue is identified effectively using optimal gene sequences with less time and higher detection rate. Therefore, the storage capability of optimal gene sequences is reduced using ACBC-WRFFO technique. Let us consider 100 genes sequences as input, the space complexity of proposed CABC-WRFFO technique is 51KB whereas 84KB and 73KB using existing ACRI [1], genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2] respectively. This shows the space complexity of CABC-WRFFO is reduced by 29% and 22% when compared to existing ACRI [1] and genetic-algorithm-based optimization [2] respectively.

As a result, the above performance results show that the combinatorial annealed bee colony and weighted ranking firefly optimization technique improves the cancer detection rate with minimum space and time complexity.

Table 2 Tabulation for Space Complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO. OF GENE SEQUENCES</th>
<th>CABC-WRFFO</th>
<th>ACRI</th>
<th>GENETIC ALGORITHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The deep learning of Combinatorial Annealed Bee Colony and Weighted Ranking Firefly Optimization (ACBCO - WRFFO) technique is presented to detect the cancer with minimum space time and complexity. ACBCO - WRFFO technique considers two processing steps for improving the cancer detection at an earlier stage using optimal gene sequences. At first, the population based search approach namely annealed combinatorial bee colony optimization (ACBCO) is used for selecting the gene sequences from training set based on fitness of the honey bees through the food source information. These sequences are given to the input of weighted ranking firefly optimization (WRFFO) for determining the optimal sequences for cancer detection. This is done by assigning the weighted rank to each firefly. Experimental evaluation of ACBCO - WRFFO technique is performed using colon tumor dataset with different parameters such as cancer detection rate, false positive rate, time complexity and space complexity. The results analysis of CABC-WRFFO technique improves cancer detection rate with minimum false positive rate, time and space complexity than the state-of-art methods.
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